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Upon pathogen invasion, bacteria and archaea activate an RNA-interference-like mechanism termed CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats). A large family of Cas (CRISPR-associated) proteins mediates the different stages of this sophisticated immune response. Bioinformatic studies have classified the Cas proteins into families, according to their sequences and respective functions. These range from the insertion of the foreign genetic elements into the host genome to the activation of the interference machinery as well as target degradation upon attack. Cas7 family proteins are central to the type I and type III interference machineries as they constitute the backbone of the large interference complexes. Here we report the crystal structure of Thermofilum pendens Csc2, a Cas7 family protein of type I-D. We found that Csc2 forms a core RRM-like domain, flanked by three peripheral insertion domains: a lid domain, a Zinc-binding domain and a helical domain. Comparison with other Cas7 family proteins reveals a set of similar structural features both in the core and in the peripheral domains, despite the absence of significant sequence similarity. T. pendens Csc2 binds single-stranded RNA in vitro in a sequence-independent manner. Using a crosslinking - mass-spectrometry approach, we mapped the RNA-binding surface to a positively charged surface patch on T. pendens Csc2. Thus our analysis of the key structural and functional features of T. pendens Csc2 highlights recurring themes and evolutionary relationships in type I and type III Cas proteins.

Introduction

CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) confer an adaptive prokaryotic defense mechanism that recognizes and inactivates foreign genetic elements, a mechanism that is functionally reminiscent of the eukaryotic RNA interference (RNAi) pathway. In contrast to RNAi, CRISPR establishes a genetic memory of previously encountered pathogens that is accessed upon re-infection. Foreign nucleic acid sequences (spacers) derived from viruses or conjugative plasmids are integrated into the host genome. The unique spacers are located within a CRISPR locus and interspersed by a series of identical host repeat sequences. The CRISPR locus is transcribed into a precursor RNA that is subsequently processed to yield the mature functional crRNAs. Adjacent to the CRISPR locus are genes encoding the protein machinery behind this response. Upon infection, Cas (CRISPR-associated) proteins mediate spacer acquisition, crRNA biogenesis, target interference and degradation.

The CRISPR-Cas systems have been classified into three major types (I, II and III), that can be further divided into at least 10 subtypes. The classification of Cas proteins is hampered by the fact that even proteins with the same function have very little sequence similarity. Therefore structural data are indispensable for accurate classification. The diversity within the CRISPR protein machinery is believed to have evolved out of the demand to respond to the specific nature of the pathogen as well as the environment of the host cell (such as thermophilic, mesophilic, halophilic, etc.). The majority of the Cas proteins contain RAMP (repeat-associated mysterious protein) domains. These domains are based on a ferredoxin-like fold, similar to that of an RRM (RNA-recognition motif), a ubiquitous RNA-binding
domain. However, the RRM-like domains in Cas proteins differ from those of canonical RRM domains. First, they generally do not share the conserved consensus sequences that are involved in RNA binding in canonical RRM domains. Second, they are structurally much more variable, as they feature longer insertions and extensions at the N- and C-termini. This variation is reflected in their different functions, which range from having a structural role to harboring catalytic activity.

Insight into how Cas proteins assemble the functional interference complexes has been provided by electron-microscopy studies of type I-A, I-E, II-F, and III-A/B interference complexes and high resolution X-ray crystallography structures of single proteins. Characteristic of type I and type III systems are members of the Cas7 family of proteins, which constitute the core subunit of the interference complexes. Multiple copies of Cas7 assemble in a helical fashion around the processed crRNA and mediate interactions with further factors, which ultimately define complex length, activity and target recognition. To date, little information is available on the subtype I-D proteins and the associated dCASCADE interference complex. Here, we have studied Thermoflum pendens Csc2, a subtype I-D protein of the Cas7 family. Subtype I-D is commonly present in Archaea and Cyanobacteria. It harbors characteristic features of both subtypes I and III: a type I HD nuclease domain is fused to Cas10, the signature protein of type III. The general domain organization of CASCADE proteins is predicted to resemble type III proteins, emphasizing the prominent role of this subtype as an evolutionary link between types I and III. We report the insights we obtained from the crystal structure and biochemical analysis of Thermoflum pendens (Tp) Csc2. The comparison of type I-D TpCsc2 with type I-A Sulfolobus solfataricus (Ss) Csa2 and type III-A Methanopyrus kandleri (Mk) Csm3 allows building a comprehensive picture of the Cas7 protein family and its conserved RNA-binding properties.

Structure Determination of Csc2

We expressed full-length T. pendens (Tp) Csc2 (374 residues) in E. coli and purified it to homogeneity. Tp Csc2 yielded crystals in an orthorhombic space group (P222), containing one molecule per asymmetric unit and diffracting beyond 1.8 Å resolution. X-ray fluorescence scans on the crystals showed a peak at the Zinc excitation, suggesting the presence of a bound zinc ion in the crystallized protein. We obtained phases by crystallizing the selenomethionine derivatized protein and solved the structure by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion method (SAD). The structure was refined at 1.8 Å resolution to an Rfree/Rwork of 21/18%. The final atomic model has good stereochemistry (Table 1) and includes most of the polypeptide. Disordered regions include a loop between residues Gln134 and Gly147, the four N-terminal residues and 21 C-terminal residues.

Csc2 has a Central RRM-Like Core Domain with Three Elaborate Insertion Domains

The overall architecture of Tp Csc2 can be described as composed of four domains (Fig. 1A). At the core of the molecule is a domain with β-α-β-α-β topology reminiscent of a RRM fold (Fig. 1B). The four β-strands form a twisted β-sheet, with two α-helices (α1, α2) resting against a concave groove. Strands β1 and β3 of the core domain lack residues of the so-called RNP2 and RNP1 motifs, which are required for RNA binding in canonical RRM domains. In addition, the canonical RNA-interacting interface of the RRM fold is obstructed from the solvent by an α helix (αE). Overall, a large part of the core domain is inaccessible to solvent. The most exposed structural element is helix α1. Helix α1 contains conserved residues and contacts a conserved glycine-rich loop between helix α2 and strand β4. The presence of a rather flexible glycine-rich loop at this structural position is a characteristic feature in the non-canonical RRM folds of the Cas superfamily, although its exact function remains elusive.

The core domain is flanked by three peripheral domains that are composed of elaborate insertions originating from the secondary structure elements of the core. The first insertion domain (insertion domain 1 or lid domain) is formed by three β-hairpins (H1, H2 and H1–2) that create a lid on top of the core (Fig. 1A and 1B). Hairpin H1 is formed between the β1–α1 elements of the RRM-like domain and contacts both strand β2 of the core and helix αE. Hairpin H2 is formed between the β2–β3 elements of the RRM-like domain. H2 features a sharp bend at the tip (where Gly452 is located) and a hinge at the bottom (where the residues Pro198 and Gly211 are located). The bottom of H2 packs against hairpin H1–2. Hairpin H1–2 constitutes the base of the lid domain and is formed by both the β1–α and β2–β3 segments of the RRM-like domain. This hairpin effectively

Table 1. Data Collection and Structure Refinement Statistics of Tp Csc2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th>Native Tp Csc2</th>
<th>SeMet Tp Csc2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P 2 1 2 1</td>
<td>P 2 1 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit cell (Å)</td>
<td>a = 60.47</td>
<td>a = 60.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>46.22–1.82</td>
<td>48.68–2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique reflections a</td>
<td>50416 (7188)</td>
<td>23518 (2402)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/σ (I)</td>
<td>17.8 (1.6)</td>
<td>31.9 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicity a</td>
<td>6.5 (6.0)</td>
<td>13.1 (12.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmerge (%)</td>
<td>6.7 (97.7)</td>
<td>7.3 (43.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC(1/2) (%)</td>
<td>99.9 (50.5)</td>
<td>99.9 (95.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refinement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average B-factor</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>34.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwork (%)</td>
<td>18.15 (31.75)</td>
<td>20.85 (24.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rfree (%)</td>
<td>21.21 (34.64)</td>
<td>23.72 (25.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmsd bonds (Å)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rmsd angles (°)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran favored (%)</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>96.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran outliers (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values in parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell; SeMet: Selenomethionine derivatized protein.
extends the β-strands β1 and β3 of the core, after a sharp bend created by the conserved residues Pro222 and Gly223 (Fig. 2).

The insertion domain 2 (or metal-binding domain) is defined by an 80 amino-acid long segment between a1–b2 and the very C-terminal helix aH (Fig. 1B). aH is an elongated helix, embedded within a predominantly hydrophobic cavity lined by the helices aC and aD. This domain coordinates a Zinc ion via the residues Cys131, Cys153, His155, Cys156 and in addition Asp150 (Fig. 1A). Metal binding appears to have a structural role, maintaining the close packing within the domain. The insertion domain 3 is a helical domain formed by three helices (αE, αF and αG) that are between the last β-strand of the core domain and the C-terminal helix aH. Insertion domain 3 contacts secondary structure elements of the core domain and, together with the small N-terminal helices αA and αB, it wraps around the convex surface of the β-sheets and helix α2 (Fig. 1A).

Csc2: a Cas7 Family Protein

Bioinformatic predictions categorized Tp Csc2 within the Cas7 protein family and suggested it as the Cas7 homolog in subtype I-D interference complexes. We compared the structure of Tp Csc2 with those of Sulfolobus solfataricus (Ss) Csa2 (3PS0) and Methanopyrus kandleri (Mk) Csm3 (4NOL) (Fig. 3A and 3B). Ss Csa2 and Mk Csm3 are Cas7 homologs in the subtypes I-A and III-A and share a sequence identity of 9% and 20%, respectively, with Tp Csc2. The RRM-like fold of Tp Csc2 (76 amino acids) superposes with the respective domains with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) of 1.5 Å for Mk Csm3 and 3.0 Å for Ss Csa2. The main difference in the core domains is that Tp Csc2 lacks the fifth β-strand that is characteristic of the β-sheet of Mk Csm3 and Ss Csa2 (Fig. 3A).

Tp Csc2, Ss Csa2 and Mk Csm3 have insertions at equivalent positions within the core domain. Structure-based comparisons suggest that the peripheral insertion domains also share similarities. The lid domain (insertion 1) is in all cases the most flexible part of the molecule (Fig. 3B). A common structural feature of the lid domain is the β-hairpin corresponding to Tp Csc2 H1 (structural element 1 in Figure 3B), which protrudes toward the front of the RRM-like core. Insertion domain 2 is in all cases a predominantly α-helical domain. In both Tp Csc2 and Mk Csm3, this domain contains a structural Zinc ion (Fig. 3A and 3B). In the case of Ss Csa2, insertion domain 2 does not require a metal ion to be folded. A common structural feature of insertion domain 2 in the three structures is helix αD, which is buried in the heart of the proteins (structural element 2 in Figure 3B). Another conserved feature is a helix that connects this insertion domain to the core domain.

Figure 1. Crystal Structure of Thermophilum pendens Csc2. (A) Structure of Tp Csc2 can be divided into four distinct domains: a core domain (green), a lid domain (insertion 1, blue), a metal-binding domain (insertion 2, red) and a helical domain (insertion 3, yellow). Secondary structure elements of the core adopt a ferredoxin-like fold with β-α-β-α-β arrangement. Multiple insertions within the core define the accessory domains. Dashed lines indicate the disordered loops. The inset shows a detailed view of the zinc ion (gray sphere) with coordinating residues. (B) Topology diagram of TpCsc2. α-Helices are represented as circles and β-strands arrows. The secondary structure elements have been labeled numerically maintaining the nomenclature of RRM domains. The hairpins of insertion domain 1 are labeled as described in the text (H1, H2 and H1–2). The α-helices of in the insertion domains are labeled with letters (αA to αH).
In the case of Tp Csc2, this structural element corresponds to the C-terminal helix αH. In the case of Mk Csm3 and Ss Csa2, this structural element is derived from a topologically different region. Similarly, helices at the base of the core domain are present in all three proteins but are derived from different elements (structural element 4 in Figure 3B).

Generally, the structural conservation among the Cas7 proteins is not reflected in high sequence similarities. The exception is a solvent-exposed platform formed by the segment preceding the interface between the core domain and insertion domain 2 (structural element 5 in Figure 3C), which is not only conserved at the structural but also at the sequence level.
In order to confirm our classification and previous bioinformatic analysis, we compared *Tp* Csc2 to well-studied Cas protein families (Cas6 and Cas5), based on the structural analysis by Reeks et al. Although Cas5 and Cas6 proteins also contain an RRM-like domain as a core structural element and a glycine-rich flexible region between α2 and β4, the peripheral domains diverge. First, the β hairpin between β2-β3 is part of the lid domain in *Tp* Csc2 and other Cas7 family members, while in Cas5d it can be seen as an extension of the RRM β strands, in Cas6 it is present in both RRM domains. Second, the insertion

**Figure 3.** Structural comparison of Cas7 proteins. (A) Topology diagrams of *Tp* Csc2, *Ss* Cas7 and *Mk* Csm3 highlight the high structural conservation within the core RRM-like fold (boxed in gray) and show the connectivity of the insertion domains. The topological arrangement of the insertions 1–3 is similar in all proteins. Variations within secondary structure elements of the three proteins reflect subtype specificities. (B) Crystal structures of Cas7 orthologs, *Tp* Csc2, *Ss* Csa2, *Mk* Csm3, depicted according to the orientation in Figure 1A after optimal superposition of their RRM-like domains. The molecules are overall colored in gray. Significant structural similarities are colored according to the color-code of the respective proteins, *Tp* Csc2 (salmon), *Ss* Csa2 (orange), *Mk* Csm3 (blue). Numbers (1–5) refer to the significant structural elements discussed in the text. Dashed lines indicate the structurally unresolved loops. (C) Boxes highlight the structurally and sequence-conserved basic residues along β2 and the preceding insertion.
Figure 4. For figure legend, see page 1078.
domain 2 that is present between α1 and β2 in Tp Csc2 and other Cas7 proteins is absent in the Cas6 and Cas5 family. Third are the structurally variable C-terminal domains, which consist of a second RRM domain in the cases of most Cas6 proteins and an extended β-hairpin in Cas5d representatives. Despite the unifying RRM-like core, the structural variation of the peripheral domains might reflect the different RNA binding requirements.

Mapping the RNA-Binding Interface

Proteins of the Cas7-family assemble around processed crRNA and constitute the backbone of the interference complex.27,29,31 Several Cas7 monomers are involved in binding to the variable pathogen derived spacer region, exposing it to the complementary target DNA. We sought to determine the RNA-binding
interface in \textit{Tp} Csc2. In electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), \textit{Tp} Csc2 bound a polyU RNA of 15 nt length (poly (U)\textsubscript{15} and poly(A)\textsubscript{15}, (surrogates of the variable spacer sequence) in a comparable fashion as previously shown for \textit{Mk} Csm\textsuperscript{3,9} (Fig. 4A, left panel). At increasing concentrations, \textit{Tp} Csc2 binds likely in multiple copies on the 15-mer RNA oligonucleotides, as shown by the supershift in the gel (Fig. 4A, left panel, concentration 25 \textmu M and 50 \textmu M). A similar behavior was observed upon binding to the \textit{Tp} crRNA (Fig. 4A, right panel).

Next, we sought to identify RNA binding interface of the protein using a crosslinking - mass spectrometry approach. We incubated \textit{Tp} Csc2 with poly(U)\textsubscript{15} RNA, and cross-linked the complex by subjecting it to UV irradiation at 254 nm. We used LC-MS/MS mass spectrometry to detect and sequence peptides cross-linked to an RNA nucleotide as previously described.\textsuperscript{35} UV crosslinks favorably occur with sulfur-containing or aromatic side chains that are in close proximity to the nucleic acid, although not necessarily in direct contact. The mass spectrometric analysis identified three modified peptides (Fig. 4B). The reactive residues that were directly conjugated to a uridine (Cys131, Met83 and Trp346, Figure 4C, upper panel) encircle a central positively charged patch on the surface of the protein, suggesting that this region mediates RNA binding (Fig. 4C, lower panel). Moreover, this patch is adjacent to the conserved segment preceding \textbeta 2 that is enriched in lysine and arginine residues (structural element 5 in Figure 3C).

We targeted surface exposed regions of \textit{Tp} Csc2 for mutagenesis and used quantitative RNA-binding experiments to compare the mutants to the wild-type protein (Fig. 4D). In fluorescence anisotropy experiments, \textit{Tp} Csc2 bound a poly(U)\textsubscript{15} RNA with an affinity in the low micro-molar range (Fig. 4D, black curve in lower panel). Reverse-charge mutations of two positively charged residues in structural element 5 (K179E/R183E) resulted in a 6-fold reduction of RNA-binding affinity as compared with the wild-type protein (Fig. 4D, light blue curve in the lower panel), consistently with the information from the structural and mass spectrometry analyses. Importantly, a positively charged surface groove is present at the equivalent structural position (between the core RRM-like domain and insertion domain 2) in the structures of the Cas7 family proteins \textit{Si} Csa2 and \textit{Mk} Csm3 (Fig. 5). This groove corresponds to the predicted site for crRNA binding on the \textit{Cas7} family protein CasC deduced from the interpretation of the cryo-EM structure of the eCASCADE\textsuperscript{27} complex (Fig. S1).

In the case of \textit{Si} Csa2\textsuperscript{18} and \textit{Mk} Csm3,\textsuperscript{19} the lid domain is involved in nucleic-acid binding (Fig. 5). For \textit{Tp} Csc2 we did not identify direct RNA-binding residues from the lid by mass spectrometry. Replacing the 18 residues that shape the tip of the lid domain (between Pro197 and Leu214) with a generic (Gly-Ser)\textsubscript{18} linker (Fig. 4C, upper panel) resulted in a modest reduction of poly(U)\textsubscript{15} RNA-binding affinity as compared with the wild-type protein (Fig. 4D, dark blue curve in the lower panel). We conclude that the influence of the lid domain in crRNA recognition or crRNA directed target DNA recognition depends on the specific Cas7 protein family, while the positively-charged surface groove between the core and the insertion 2 domain appears to be a conserved functional site.

Conclusions

A common structural feature of many Cas proteins is the central RRM-like fold and the presence of peripheral insertion domains. The structural diversity within these peripheral domains is thought to be responsible for the multitude of Cas protein functions.\textsuperscript{20} Computational\textsuperscript{12,17} and biochemical\textsuperscript{18,19} studies have contributed to classifying the Cas7 proteins. Nevertheless weak sequence homology makes structural data indispensable to enable a complete understanding of their structure-to-function relationship. In this study, we solved the structure of \textit{Tp} Csc2 and confirmed the classification of the Csc2 protein as a Cas7 protein of the subtype I-D. The structural similarity among \textit{Tp} Csc2 and known Cas7 proteins, such as \textit{Mk} Csm3 and \textit{Si} Csa2, encompasses the central RRM-like core domain as well as the arrangement of the insertion domains. \textit{Tp} Csc2 and \textit{Mk} Csm3 share higher sequence and structural similarities. This is in line with previous reports suggesting that Csc2 proteins resemble their type III Cas7 counterparts.\textsuperscript{15} Despite lacking significant sequence similarity, the structural features as well as the charge distribution are strongly conserved within type I orthologs. Subtype specificities are reflected by the variations within the topology, structural composition and flexibility of the peripheral domains, such as the absence or presence of metal coordination and different secondary structure elements within the lid domain.

The basic physiological role of Cas7-like proteins of type I interference complexes\textsuperscript{18} as well as its homologs, Csm3 in type III-A and Cmr4 in type III-B systems,\textsuperscript{29,30} is to bind the variable crRNA spacer sequence and with it constitute a platform for stable binding of target DNA. In this study, we have defined the RNA binding interface of \textit{Tp} Csc2. We show that \textit{Tp} Csc2 binds variable sequences of sRNA. The affinity toward the RNA is within the low micro-molar range, weak yet significant, and in line with the protein’s physiological function. We further investigated the RNA-binding properties of \textit{Tp} Csc2 using crosslinking mass spectrometry and structure-based mutation analyses. Here, we identified the RNA-protein interface and pinpointed functionally relevant residues. We show that \textit{Tp} Csc2 possesses a critical, positively charged groove formed by conserved residues in the interface between the core and the second insertion domain. This feature is largely conserved among characterized protein family members. Our findings are in accordance to the predicted crRNA-binding interface of CasC, the \textit{E. coli} Cas7 ortholog.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore we speculate that upon eCASCADE assembly, multiple copies of \textit{Tp} Csc2 may adopt a similar arrangement within the complex as CasC in the eCASCADE, defining a channel and exposing the central positively charged groove toward the solvent (Fig. S1).

Taken together our study highlights the evolutionary relationship within the Cas7 protein family and helps to better
understand the RNA-interacting features that are conserved among the Cas7 proteins. Further structural studies will identify the contribution of the insertion domains on protein interactions during dCASCADE assembly.

Accession Numbers

The coordinates and the structure factors of *Thermofilum pen- dens* Csc2 have been deposited in the protein Data Bank with the accession code 4TXD.

Experimental Procedures

Protein expression and purification

The gene for the Csc2 from *T. pendens* was ordered as a synthet- istic construct (GeneArt, Life technologies). His- and His-SUMO tagged *Tp* Csc2 proteins were expressed using *E. coli* BL21-Gold (DE3) Star pRARE cells (Stratagene) grown in TB medium and induced overnight at 18°C. The cells were lysed in buffer A (50 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 10 mM imid- azole, 10% glycerol) supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche). The lysate was heated to a temperature of 55°C for 10 min and subsequently centrifuged at 25000 g. The protein was purified from the resulting supernatant at room-temperature by Ni2+-affinity chromatography as an initial step and further purified over a HiTrap Heparin column (GE Healthcare) to remove minor contaminants. The His-tag was removed by treatment with SUMO protease. Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) on a Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare) was performed as a final step of purification using buffer B (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl and 5 mM DTT and 10% glycerol). Seleno- methionine derivatized protein was purified as described above from *E. coli* grown in M9 media complemented with the essential amino acids and selenomethionine.37

Crystallization and structure determination

Native crystals of *Tp* Csc2 were grown at 20°C by sitting-drop vapor diffusion from drops formed by equal volumes of protein (at 9.5 mg/ml) and of crystallization solution containing 0.05 M Mes pH 5.6, 0.2 M KCl, 0.01 M MgCl2, 5% PEG 8000 and 17% glycerol. Crystals were cryoprotected with a final concentration of 20% glycerol prior to data collection. Seleno- methionine derivatized crystals were obtained in similar conditions and cryo-protected as described above. Native and SAD data were collected at the PXII and PXIII beamlines of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Villigen, Switzerland), respectively. Data were processed with XDS58 and scaled using Aimless.69 Selenium sites were located and experimental phases were calculated using the AutoSol pipeline in Phenix.40 Model building and refinement were performed with COOT41 and Phenix and the final model was validated using Molprobity.42

Biochemical assays

The RNA molecules poly(U)15, poly(A)15 and the crRNA (spacer 1 of locus 2, sequence: ACUAAGAGCC UCCUUUGCCC ACGGCAUCCGG UAGGUCAGGU CCACGUUCAA AUUCAGCAAG)43 were synthesized by Purimex. The poly(U)15, and poly(A)15 RNA were 5' labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) and γ-32P ATP (Perkin-Elmer), the crRNA was 3' labeled with α-32P-pCp (Hartmann Analytic) and T4 RNA ligase (Fermentas, Thermofisher Scientific). For the gel-shift assays using poly(U)15 and poly(A)15, 0.5 pmol labeled RNA was mixed with 5 μM, 25 μM, and 50 μM Tp Csc2 protein in 10 μL reaction vol- ume containing 20 mM Hepes at pH 7.5, 100 mM KOAc, 4 mM Mg(OAc)2, 0.1% (vol/vol) NP-40 and 2 mM DTT. For crRNA gel-shift assays, 0.14 pmol labeled RNA was mixed with 1 μM, 20 μM and 200μM Tp Csc2 protein.

The mixtures were incubated for 20 min at 55°C before adding 2 μL 50% (vol/vol) glycerol containing 0.25% (w/v) xylene cyanole. Samples were separated on a 8% (w/v) poly- acrylamide gel at 4°C and visualized by phospo-imaging (GE Healthcare).

Fluorescence anisotropy

Fluorescence anisotropy measurements were performed with a 5’-6-carboxy-fluorescein-labeled poly(U)15 RNA at 20°C in 50 μl reactions on a Genios Pro (Tecan). The RNA was dis- solved to a concentration of 10 nM and incubated with Tp Csc2 for 20 min at 55°C before adding upon measurement. The exci- tation and emission wavelengths were 485 nm and 535 nm, respectively. Each titration was measured three times using ten reads with an integration time of 40 μs. The data were analyzed by nonlinear regression fitting using the BIOEQS software.44

Crosslinking–mass spectrometry analysis

*Tp* Csc2 – poly(U)15 contacts sites were investigated with mass spectrometry after UV-induced protein–RNA crosslinking as described.35,45 The purified crosslinks were analyzed using Top10HCD method on an Orbitrap Velos instrument and the data were analyzed using OpenMS and OMSA as a search engine (see Supplementary Experimental Procedures).
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